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introduction 

•  diffuse cluster-wide radio synchrotron  emissions 
(“radio halos”) detected in ~1/3 massive clusters 

•  linked to recent merger activity  

•  cosmic rays either injected and re-accelerated (scales 
with turbulent pressure) or produced as hadronic 
secondaries (scales with gas density) 

•  upcoming observation missions (LOFAR, SKA) will 
detect up to thousands of radio halos 

•  can use large-scale simulations to examine models 
and predict halo counts for upcoming missions 



the simulation 
•  gas + dark matter using FLASH v3.3 

•  ΩM,0 = 0.238, ΩΛ,0 = 0.762, H0 = 100h = 71.0 km s－1 
Mpc－1,  σ8=0.74 

•  1024 h-1 Mpc simulation box 

•  10243 particles –  8.0 x 108 h-1 Mʘ mass resolution 

•  10243 zones base grid –  1000 h-1 kpc spatial resolution 

•  100 pre-selected 10 h-1 Mpc regions adaptively refined 
to 32 h-1 kpc to capture turbulence in clusters 

•  ~1014 Mʘ minimum resolvable halo mass 



radio power model 

relate radio power to magnetic field (B), virial mass (Mv), and 
total turbulent pressure <ρv2> (Гv)  



cosmic ray models 

hadronic models (∝Mv) and re-acceleration models (∝ Гv) 
roughly indistinguishable when considering virial quantities 



finding model differences 

projected turbulent pressure of two clusters with similar mass 



example P1.4GHz – Mv relation 

find overall scaling (Cs) by fixing most massive cluster to 
known P1.4- Mv relation 



model parameter sets 



P1.4GHz – Mv relation best fits 

fits for various models show potential differences 

z=0.0 (solid), 0.25(thick dotted), 0.5 (thin dotted) 



radio luminosity functions 

1/3 of all resolvable halos in simulation given radio power (1.4 GHz: solid 
lines, 150MHz: dotted lines) by interpolating P1.4- Mv relation from high-
resolution clusters 



number counts 
too few high-mass objects (due to box size) and too many low-
mass objects( model limitations); focus on relative differences 



example radio skymap 
entire 20-240MHz sky at 120 arcsecond resolution; can be used 
to link simulations with observations  



conclusions 
•  radio halo statistics highly sensitive to magnetic field  

•  redshift evolution of P1.4- Mv relation potentially key 
indicator of various models 

•  models most distinguishable at ~150MHz, low 
luminosities 

•  LOFAR can potentially distinguish between 
secondary and re-acceleration models 

•  we have developed skymap framework that can 
easily be extended to include larger volumes, more 
sophisticated models 


